Pre-equilibrium capillary zone electrophoresis or frontal analysis: advantages of plateau peak conditions in affinity capillary electrophoresis.
The feasibility of using the affinity CE methodologies pre-equilibrium CZE and CE frontal analysis was tested on interaction systems exhibiting rapid on-and-off kinetics. Experimentally, the methodologies differ only with respect to the volume of sample introduced into the capillary. Pre-equilibrium CZE has been considered amendable to interactions with slow on-and-off kinetics only; however, it has recently been applied in studies of interactions with fast on-and-off kinetics. The effect of varying the sample volume introduced hydrodynamically into the capillary on the apparent degree of complexation was studied. For two different binding systems, the fraction of free analyte was found to be overestimated using pre-equilibrium CZE as compared to volumes providing plateau peak conditions as used with frontal analysis. Results indicate that frontal analysis conditions lead to more robust binding assays and thus more reliable data. The validity of data obtained by pre-equilibrium CZE may be low, thus the use of an experimental setup providing plateau peaks is highly recommended. It is suggested that the effect of altering the sample volume on the degree of binding should be investigated as part of method development and validation.